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The present work is devoted to the investigation of luminescence self-trapped exciton in
barium cloride. It is well known that barium cloride could be in two modifications
orthorhombic and cubic forms, in the last case it is convenient to compare with luminescence
of barium fluoride. In this work we won't discuss the details of the preparation of the barium
cloride crystals, but to point out the its crystal parameters in cubic and orthorhombic
modifications. All experiments were done with synchrotron radiation on storage ring DORIS
which provides light-pulses with the FWHM 130ns and with intervals is about 192ns on
special luminescence station SUPERLUMI. For example, in cubic form in accordance with
experimental data the a = 0.73 nm, where a is the constant of elementary cell, but our
calculated value is 0.90 nm. In case orthorhombic modification the elementary cell has the
next three parameters a=0.79 nm, b=0.47nm and c=0.94 nm. The row barium cloride before
installation in experimental chamber has the orthorhombic form but after special preparation
we have expected transformation it in to cubic form. Thus in orthorhombic face we could
expect three types self-trapped excitons with three Vk - center along a, b, c of elementary cell
of the crystal-compound. In this case we could expect three different luminescence bands at
room temperature, but in our experiment we have observed one only at 390 nm. This band
was observed early many times in barium cloride and connected with recombination of
electron from conduction band with Vk center. At low temperature T=10K we have observed
two bands at 400 nm and 310 nm with lifetime 20 ns both. So we connect this two band with
sigma luminescence of self-trapped exciton of on- and off-center. From our data we conclude
that self-trapped exciton in barium fluoride at low temperature in the form (Vk+e) can
transform into separate F-H pairs with further recombination. The nearest F-H pair can
annihilate or create separated F-center and H-center. In our experiments with long dose
irradiation we observed also luminescence bands of Vk and H center at 460 and 355nm
respectively but with rather small intensity in comparison with self-trapped excitons.
Luminescence in Vk and H center is the result of hole transitions in Vk and H centers. Our
calculation of Rabin-Click parameter S/D [2] for cubic barium cloride gave the value 0.45 and
it is according with opportunity transformation of (Vk+e") on-center to F-H pair off-center
with further recombination or separation. Creation of off-center in barium cloride could
explain accumulation of hole centers namely H centers and electron F-centers.. After long
irradiation of barium cloride at low energy excitation we also observed rather wide band at
470 nm which can be explain as luminescence of F-center in barium cloride.
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